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QUARANTINE NEWS

Weekly Park WODs at Fred Fletcher Park (always check MindBody)

Facebook Live workouts!

GiveBackBox Challenge ( June 1-30th )

Run Club on Mondays at 630AM! 

Treat Yo Friend Gift Exchange! ( I'm excited about this one!)

Back in  March, I wrote a "countdown to Murph" on our chalk

board- the number was in the eighties. Little did I know I would

be counting down the days, more realistically, until the gym re-

opened. Thankfully, as things have begun to open, my

knowledge of the days of the week seen to have returned, but

there is still a weird feeling I just can't shake most days, and I

also can't put my finger on what it is. 

 

Should I have started this newsletter back in April? Maybe,

hindsight is 2020....right? That statement feels to fresh and real.

But I didn't and so here we are, hopefully only 1 month out to re-

opening and I am trying something different. Stay tuned! 

 

Things to keep an eye out for:

 

we are a community focused on making our lives and

those around us better, healthier, and stronger
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What to
expect for
the next 4

weeks
 

Weekly 
Challenge

buy something random/weird, or that you have never eaten ,
at the grocery store and document how you used it! 

(send me a pic!)



Member Quotes
What has been one positive thing

for you that has come from
pandemic? 

" By not exercising for the past

two months, I have really set

myself up for some very

impressive gains when we start

up again.

 

Also, I am happy to know that I

now have the best mustache at

HBCF, beating Brandon by a

whisker."

 

**First person to guess who this

is gets a free HBCF coffee mug

and sweatband!

 

Ex: LOCK-piano: key
 

PAIR 1:  SHIP- CARD
PAIR 2: TREE- CAR

PAIR 3: SCHOOL- EYE
PAIR 4: PILLOW - COURT
Answers  can  be  found  here !

 

 How  many  did  you  get?

MIND  PUZZLE  #1
WORD  ASSOCIATION :

Read  the  pair  of  words  and

then  come  up  with  a  3rd  word

that  connects  with  or  is

associated  to  the  pair .  

Easy and delicious, homemade
bread that can be made with the
whole family! I have made this

many a time before!
 

Click the picture above for the recipe. 
 

YOU ONLY NEED...

- water

-yeast

- salt

 

**Send me a picture if you guys try it

out!

RECIPE CO
R
N
ER

https://cooking.nytimes.com/recipes/11376-no-knead-bread?action=click&module=Collection+Page+Recipe+Card&region=53+Recipes+to+Cook+With+Your+Kids&pgType=collection&rank=1
https://sharpbrains.com/blog/2014/06/20/brain-teaser-to-exercise-your-cognitive-skills-where-do-words-go/

